
 

 

To: West Valley Citizen Task Force 
From:   Bill Logue, Citizen Task Force Facilitator 
Date: July 18, 2019  
Subject: Summary of the June 11, 2019 Ad Hoc Agenda Work Group Call 

CTF Members and Alternates Participating  
Barbara Frackiewicz, Bonnie Lawrence, Kathy McGoldrick, Mary Reid, Pat Townsend, Ray Vaughan 

Agency Participants and Observers 
Department of Energy (DOE): Bryan Bower. 
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA): Paul Bembia, Lee 

Gordon.   
CH2M HILL BWXT West Valley, LLC. (CHBWV): Joe Pillittere. 
 
The Ad Hoc Agenda Work Group held a call to discuss potential topics for upcoming meetings. Following 
the call, a decision was made to forgo the June meeting. 
 
For the July meeting, Alan Hutson of Roswell Park will present on probabilistic assessment and statistical 
analysis. Mary Reid and Ray Vaughan will coordinate with Bill Logue on materials to share with him in 
advance and the format of the meeting. Lee Gordon will share the presentations from Neptune and 
Company. Mr. Vaughan emphasized the importance of understanding how input assumptions may affect the 
outcomes and how these could be manipulated and presented in the GoldSim model. 
 
Other topics discussed or requested, with possible timeframes included: 

• LiDAR topographic elevation data collected in 2010 and 2015 (and especially the changes during that 
5-year period) and plans for the next round of LiDAR data collection in 2020. Timing: TBD 

• State-Licensed Disposal Area, including information on Trench-14 leachate data collection, new 
monitoring well installation and status of planning for remedial approaches. Timing: July or after. 

• Open air demolition lessons learned and planning. Timing: on hold until contract proposal is 
approved by DOE. Timing: fall. 

• Status update on the Waste Tank Farm. Timing: fall. 
 
Also discussed was the need to understand 1) relationship of the Phase 1 Studies on geology and climate and 
the Neptune white papers on how these will be incorporated and the relationship to the Conceptual Site 
Model and Features, Events, processes and Scenarios; and 2) the relationship of the Phase 1 Studies work of 
Tucker and Doty on landscape evolution modeling and the Neptune work on gully advancement and how 
these will be integrated. Pat Townsend raised the question of how citizen groups functioned at other DOE 
sites. Mr. Bower explained that at other sites citizen advisory boards (CABs) and function under a specific 
regulatory framework. The CTF is established differently.  
 


